RECON™ Radar
What your customers cannot see can hurt them!
As threats continue to evolve, cyber criminals use techniques that conceal their actions from view. One of the
easiest ways to do this is using wireless attacks because most companies are unable to identify all the wireless
devices on their networks, let alone which ones are legitimate devices versus rogue ones planted by an intruder.
Even when companies have wireless device detection, they are usually unable to see the Bluetooth devices
communicating with their networks, devices, and systems.
Intruders plot their attacks based upon these blind spots by performing reconnaissance on the network. So what
are companies to do?

Benefits to Your Customer
RECON™ Radar is built for company security teams
to discover, assess, and analyze all the wireless and
wired devices accessing their network. Leveraging
technology from Pwnie Express, RECON Radar enables
central management of wireless devices from a single
cloud dashboard. This enables scalable, continuous
intelligence around BYOD across the enterprise,
including remote and branch locations.
The benefits of a more thorough understanding of the
network include:
•A
 sset Discovery, Classification and Assessment – It
starts with visibility—giving administrators and system
managers transparency and control, even when a
chaotic stream of devices, sensors, and infrastructure
owned by different stakeholders is present.
•R
 ogue Devices and Networks – Rogue devices
are designed to capture sensitive information like
passwords, credit card numbers, keystrokes, and
more. They breach Wifi networks, wireless access

points, wireless devices, and Bluetooth devices
to directly compromise or disrupt processes
and even steal valuable information to support
the reconnaissance activity for an attack on the
network. With RECON Radar, these rogue access
points, keyloggers or wireless card skimmers can be
isolated and ejected from the network.
•W
 ireless Monitoring and Control - By focusing
network security on the wireless devices on or
around your network, RECON Radar automatically
develops a baseline, improves your ability to segment
networks and devices, and sees threats immediately.
In addition to detection of traditional wireless network
devices, RECON Radar specializes in asset discovery,
classification and assessment of IoT devices where the
stakes are high. Protecting electrical grids, healthcare
equipment and communications equipment should be
top of mind for customers who leverage IoT devices in
these environments and need to ensure bad actors are
not using rogue devices to infiltrate these networks.

Benefits to Tech Data Partners
Ensuring corporate networks are secure should be the
first step for a partner helping a customer improve
their security posture.
• Improve your customer’s security posture by shining a
light on "blind spots" in their network
•G
 enerate monthly reoccurring revenue with RECON
Radar subscriptions service
• I ntegrates with the RECON Platform to enable cross
selling opportunities with other subscription based
security offerings
• Easy to sell with low technical expertise required
• Assist your customers in complying with regulations
such as Critical Security Controls, PCI, NERC, HIPAA
and FERC

How Does it Work?
RECON Radar is an agentless and cloud-based solution
which provides ongoing asset discovery and profiling.
Continual asset discovery is essential so the IT staff
can gain an accurate understanding of the network
architecture and detect newly added devices. Asset
profiling is essential since bad actors will “clone” your
known network devices and utilize that access for
malicious activity. With RECON Radar, we uncover
these imposters on your networks by detecting when
new devices don’t match a known profile.

organization, whether at branch offices or headquarters
facilities. It also fingerprints non-threatening devices
and marks them as authorized devices. Using a proven
system of low-impact sensors and software, users
assess their entire wireless network infrastructure
remotely, securely, and effectively.
RECON Radar provides continuous visibility across
the wired, WiFi, and Bluetooth spectrum, and across
all physical locations, including remote sites and
branch offices, detecting “known-bad,” unauthorized,
vulnerable, and suspicious devices.

How do You Sell RECON Radar?
•D
 iscuss the growth of mobile devices on the
corporate network and ask if they would know if a
non-authorized device connects.
• When selling endpoint security solutions, inquire
whether the customer has a complete audit of their
network devices.
•F
 or healthcare customers, ask if they are able to
detect when potential wireless malicious capability
is lurking whereby hundreds of patients (and their
families) are mixing BYOD devices within the confines
of healthcare environment such as a hospital.
• If deploying an IoT project, RECON Radar is a great
way to ensure those IoT devices are identified,
fingerprinted and monitored for compliance.

To learn more about how you can add
RECON Radar to your portfolio, contact your
Tech Data sales representative or email
SecurityServices@techdata.com.

Powered by easy-to-deploy, enterprise-class sensors,
RECON Radar network traffic analysis provides insight
into potential threats wherever they exist across the
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